Record Book

1976 WORLD AMATEUR GOLF TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS

Men
for the Eisenhower Trophy
Penina Golf Club
Portimao, Algarve
Portugal

Women
for the Espirito Santo Trophy
Vilamoura Golf Club
Algarve, Portugal

World Champions for Great Britain-Ireland
Ian Hutcheon, Steve Martin, John Davies, M. J. Kelley,
non-playing Captain Sandy Saddler
THE 1976 TEAMS
IN THE MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP

ARGENTINA
ROBERTO MONGUZZI
JORGE M. OCAMPO
HORACIO CARBONETTI
LUIS CARBONETTI
JORGE C. LEDESMA
(Non-playing Captain)

AUSTRIA
KLAUS NIERLICH
MAX LAMBERG
FLORIAN STOLZ
FRANZ LAIMER
GUNTHER JUNGMK
(Non-playing Captain)
AUSTRALIA

ERIC J. BOURKE  COLIN R. KAYE  PHILIP A. WOOD  ANTHONY Y. GRESHAM  CHRISTOPHER BONYTHON
(Manager)      (Captain)                        (Captain)         

BERMUDA

BRENDAN INGHAM  LOUIS MONIZ  HAV TROTT  BLAKE MARSHALL
(Captain)               

CANADA

ROB JACKSON  KEITH ALEXANDER  DOUG ROXBURG  JIM NELFORD  R. BRUCE FORBES
(Non-playing Captain)
GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND

M.J. KELLEY
SANDY C. SADDLER
IAN HUTCHEON
STEVE MARTIN
JOHN DAVIES

(Non-playing Captain)

JAPAN

TETSUO SAKATA
MICHIO MORI
NAOMOTO NABESHIMA
MASAHIRO KURAMOTO
GINJIRO NAKABE

(Korea- playing Captain)

KOREA

CHONG MIN LEE
MI RANG KIM
YUNG CHANG KIM
CHANG WHAN CHO

(Captain)
MALAYSIA

SAHABUDDIN YUSOF
ESHAK BLUAH
DATO J. A. HAMID
NAZAMUDDIN YUSOF
TAN YEE KHAN
(Non-playing Captain)

MEXICO

JUAN ESTRADA
RICARDO ALARCON
JOSE MARTINEZ
ROBERTO LEBRIJA
RAFAEL ALARCON
(Non-playing Captain)

NETHERLANDS

H. C. BAREND VAN DAM
C. A. BRAUN
R. VAN ERVEN
JAAP VAN NECK
VICTOR SWANE
DORENS
(Non-playing Captain)
NORWAY

ALEX VIK
ASBJORN RAMNEFJELL
PETTER DONNESTAD
AKSEL GRESVIG
(Non-playing Captain)
PER BERGE

PORTUGAL

FERNANDO C. CABRAL
(Non-playing Captain)
PEDRO JORGE CAUPERS SOARES
J. SOUSA E MELO
N. BRITO E CUNHA

PUERTO RICO

FRED THON
JOE PASSAREL
CARLOS BOLIVAR
JAMES TEALE
(Captain)
REPUBLIC OF CHINA

HSI-CHUN LU  TZE-MING CHEN  WEI-HSIANG LU  CHARLES C. CHANG  CHUNG-SHYAN SHEN  TZE-CHUNG CHEN

(Captain)  (Delegate)

RHODESIA

DR. R. CAHI  TEDDY WEBBER  NICKY PRICE  ANTHONY JOHNSTONE  GEORGE J. D. M. HARVEY PECHENY
(Non-playing Captain)

SOUTH AFRICA

W. M. KERR  GAVIN LEVENSON  PETER TODT  ROBBIE STEWART  DAVID SUDDARDS
(Non-playing Captain)
SWEDEN

MICHAEL SORLING
GORAN LUNDOVIST
HANS HEDJERSON
JAN RUBE
MAGNUS LINDBERG
(Non-playing Captain)

SWITZERLAND

TOMMY FORTMANN
YVES HOFSTETTER
JOHNNY STORJOHANN
RUDI MULLER
MICHAEL REY
(Captain)

UNITED STATES

RICHARD SIDEROWF
BILL SANDER
PHILIP H. STRUBING
FRED RIDLEY
JOHN FOUGHT
(Non-playing Captain)